I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of agricultural industrialization in china, agriculture leaders and farmer's contract farming had rapider development. But there are outstanding issues in the process of farmer's contract farming development, such as the lower performance arte of booking farming, the phenomenon of scarcity of credit exist widely. They are not only impact initiative in orders for leading company and farmers, but also impact the development of agricultural and rural economy [1] . How to risen initiative in participation of farmers and company, and how to improve the phenomenon of lower performance arte of booking farming have important implications for promoting the healthy development of agricultural industrialization and the scale management of agricultural.
Although contract farming has widespread use nationwide, we should not ignored the problems that phenomenon exhibits. Such as scarcity of credit exist widely about the order of "company + farmer" which would impact the virtuous cycle of contract farming. On the other hand, a great many experts at home and abroad analyze and research this phenomenon. Some famous people such as Yefei raised a kind of coordination mechanism of agricultural products: "purchase price and subsidizing purchases + protection of market price + cash deposit [2] . Arumugam let the Malaysian peninsula's contract farming as the background, and use stratified sampling method arrived at five elements of influencing the fulfillment rate: an unstable market, market information, technology to boost production, indirect margins and investment [3] . Guohongdong raised that we should keep base acquisitions and fluctuate along with market changes so that we can keep a higher order ate that others [4] . Tuguoping raised a kind of business models called "company +famers+ option of futures", he said that by this business models we could avoid the company's risk and avert default of farmers [5] .
Guo and Jolly raised we should keep base price or let the farmers make project investment so that we may improve the rate of booking farming [6] . Lifei analyzed the risk of "company + peasant household" model from incomplete angle and pointed out that the incomplete is the key factor to caused high defaults rate [7] . This research provided a very valuable reference. to solve the high default rate of agriculture in our country.
We assumed these company are full rational, in other words that the company and farmers. According to the research, policymakers are rational, and fairness will influence the decision of policymakers. Tanjiayin said that under the retailer's fair behavior, the revenue-staring contract would influence the result, revenue splits and the wholesale of supply chain [8] . Other people like Dushaofu study the same thing, and they put the phenomenon under the traditional two-stage supply chain [9] . Cui put two elements to the newsboy model: fair and concerns. It is found that if every member in the supply chain has pay attention to the fair, the makers will maximize the supply chain of profit and facilitate the coordination efficiency of supply chain [10] . De Bruyn and Bolton have studied stability and quantify of fair practice for bargaining model. Therefore, this article based contract farming and created a new contract farming supply chain with "farmers + company"
II. THE PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
This article studied about the influence for production of agricultural products within behavior of fairness concerns, also studied the problem of contract mechanism of agricultural products supply chain which consisting of one company and one of the farmers. Under the cooperation mechanism: "company+ farmers", farmers responsible for the production of agricultural products and company responsible for purchase and sales of agricultural products. In order to ensure the supply of agricultural products and the enthusiasm of the farmers for agricultural production, the company signed a contract for purchase order which both sides agreed. Under this model of purchase order, farmers can depend on themselves putting into the contributed capital. After the end of production season, the company will use "autopilot" to make sure famers' benefit. After the company buying products, the company will process the agricultural products and sales these products as
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market retail. But the market retail is random.
In the whole production process of agricultural products, 
stands for the agricultural products, because of the agricultural products will increase with the investment costs about the proportion of agricultural inputs, we assume that Q is Strictly concave function of e .The company ask the market demand to change by random variables, and its probability density function is
III. THE BASIC DECISION MODEL

A. The centralized decision models
The centralized decision models does not consider the contract prices and the fair share of cooperation-benefits between company and famers, and both of them have interests in common, so they make a decision together which make sure the whole supply chain get the establishing an optimum price. The stochastic function of supply chain system is
(1) Because of the agricultural products supply depends on the random variables of the demand of agricultural products. Here we rearranges (1), we can get: 
Because of According to above formula we can sure: 
B The decentralized decision model
Under the decentralized decision model, famers decided the best investment to agricultural inputs by their own best interests. If the farmer can keep the "basic acquisition and marketable, the farmers' random benefit function is: (9) we can get that after the produced seasonal, company execute the contract need follow this condition: We suppose farmers are concern and equity, the company is neutral. Farmers as the company's benefit as their owe benefit. These articles consulted other references, and introduce parameter λ as coefficient, so we can get: 
By (16) 
Conclision1: if the farmer has concern, the agricultural inputs with decentralized decision is
By (13) e is reduction function of λ . The farmers' concern and agricultural inputs are inverse relationship, in other words, if farmers pay more attention to the coefficient, the investments will be down.
The first derivative of (17) is: We ask the first derivative of (6) with decentralized benefits:
The Company's benefit is reduction function of coefficient. The company's benefit and farmer's concern are inversely.
We ask the first derivative of (9) in company with decentralized benefits, we get:
: the whole benefits of company and farmers are reduction function of λ . The whole benefits and the farmer's concern are inversely.
We ask the first derivative of λ with the whole benefits of company and farmers, we get: e e e < < . The company and supply chain and farmers' own benefit will be down if the coefficient increase.
V. CONCLUSION
This article base on the peculiarity" company + farmers", analyze the influence on agricultural inputs with farmers' concern. It research the contract mechanism of supply chain with farmers' concern. This article analyzes the best investment and benefits of agricultural for company and farmers with farmers' concern. The main conclusion is: if farmers have concern, the best investments of agricultural will be down. At the same time, the benefits of farmers and supply chain will be down if the coefficient increase." Company + farmer", this kind of contract farming has many uncertainties. This article is think about the change and influence of farmers, supply chain system and the agricultural inputs, and does not consider with other factors which may influence farmers, company and supply chain. In the future research, we should think about any factors so we can make a practical programmers for the supply chain model.
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